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HUMAN POWER INTERNATIONAL

This issue of HP is largely given to reports and comments on the exciting Ninth International
Human-Powered Speed Championships at Indianapolis in September-October 1983. They were assembled by former president Chuck Champlin and by Tom Healy, who had a principal part in the
creation of the Indy chapter and the running of the magnificent events there. I took over editorship of HP from Tom because he is far too valuable working with the others in the Indianapolis
chapter to make this year's tenth championships match their previous triumph.
For the next issue, which I hope will be out before this year's championships, I hope to have
some highly skilled help: Rob Cotter, former VP and now living in Maine; Crispin Miller, original
editor of BIKE TECH and now a graduate student at MIT; and Jim Papadopoulos, doing his doctorate at U Minnesota and MIT, have all offered enthusiastically to help, along with several others.
Several people have offered papers, and we want more. Here are some guidelines; please write or
phone if you can contribute something or know of someone who should be asked.
1. Articles in HUMAN POWER should be of long-term interest. Chuck Champlin has been
producing HPV NEWS every month in a superhuman way, and short news items and interim
reports belong there. If in doubt, send contributions to me, and I'll send them on to Chuck if it
seems appropriate. I would let you know if I do.
2. We need to increase our coverage of human power in the air and on the water and, perhaps, under the water. We have asked for some articles in these areas for the next issue, but we
need more.
3. We must become more international. There are groups growing rapidly in enthusiasm and
size in Australia, Britain, Canada, Germany, Holland and South Africa and probably several other
countries.
We need more contributions from those areas. We also need to make ourselves more
easily understandable.
We are almost the only country still using old Imperial units. But even
there we are inconsistent. We have 200-meter speed trials and give the results in mph. We also
have quarter-mile sprints - why not 400 meters?
Our writings are sometimes written in a vernacular so obscure that non-English-speakers must be totally confused. I have tried to add standard international units to values given in the articles in this issue even where the result has
seemed somewhat clumsy - but what should be done about a 2 by 4? How would a Germanspeaker, for instance, look that up in a dictionary to find out what it is? When you send in contributions, keep our international readership in mind.
4.
some
could
DEC

We could streamline our operations greatly if as many contributions as possible were sent in
computer-readable format. I must get advice on this. I know at least this: that if authors
send their pieces on five-inch (127-mm?) floppy disks in a format suitable for an IBM or a
PC I could save much labor.

5. Any of you who have written articles or papers for other publications will know that editors
and publishers have almost unlimited power - to refuse, change or delay your work. We hereby
proclaim a code of good practice:
we will acknowledge all contributions within two weeks of
receipt, and will inform authors of acceptance, rejection or modifications within four weeks. Test
us!
David Gordon Wilson, editor
(Special thanks for help with this issue to Georgia Nagle, typing, and Crispin Miller, layout).
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Peter Boor's car, shining a hand-held spotlight past
the Bat on the taxiway ahead. Parker seemed to be
concentrating on the instruments as he flew towards
some parked cropdusters, so I played the light across
the planes to be sure he saw them.
As he approached within a few hundred feet, I tried to get
his attention by flashing the light in the cockpit
while the cars frantically honked their horns. But he
was intent on the meters. When he finally glanced
up, he banked into a turn which brought him within
about fifty feet of the planes.
The decision to forego further flight tests that
evening was readily agreed upon. The ground crew,
two people on bicycles, towed the Bat back to the
hangar.
On September 25, 1983, Parker MacCready flew
the Bionic Bat around the prescribed course in two
minutes and thirty-nine seconds.
As required, the
course was flown in the opposite direction on September 27 in two minutes and thirty-five seconds.
Parker had stored his energy in a 1.4 kg (threepound) battery pack by pedalling a generator for
about eight-and-a-half minutes before taking off.
The voltage left in the batteries was measured after
the flight and found to be greater than before
Parker had started to charge them.
The batteries
had been initially discharged to the point where the
voltage began to fall off quickly (about 30 volts).
This utilized the batteries in an efficient mode, but
was not the method preferred nor anticipated by the
sponsoring group, namely fully discharged (shorted)
batteries.
The flight documentation was submitted
to the Man-Powered-Aircraft Group of the Royal
Aeronautical Society, and I was informed on January
25, 1984 that the group had determined the attempt
unacceptable to qualify for the record.
Since that time, MacCready's team has been pursuing further improvements to the Bat, with the goal
of being able to discharge the batteries until they
will no longer turn the prop before the energy
storage is begun. They feel that with an Olympiccaliber athlete, it may be possible to fly the course
without storing energy at all.
The problem is finding a first-class athlete who
can fly an airplane while putting out a championship
performance.
Their efforts are showing success: on
January 3, 1984, Parker flew the course in two
minutes, forty-one seconds after running the batteries
all the way down before the energy-storage phase.
The attempt looked good until Parker came to a
stop and reported that he heard a wheel scrape
during a turn.
Videotapes could not reveal if he
had touched the ground or hit sagebrush, but they
decided not to consider it a record attempt. Minor
problems and weather have prevented attempts since
then, but more are planned in the following days.

Since January 3, members of the team have been
working on making the drive-train more efficient.
They experimented with rubberized drive belts but
found them less efficient, and have now installed
spur gears. This direct gearing has also made the
switch from generator to motor easier.

THE OTHER COMPETITORS
During the first flights last summer, the Bat team
was working
under the constant pressure of
whispered reports of the progress of a team at MIT.
Rumors had it that they too were already flight testing and may have already made record attempts.
From what little more I have now heard, the MIT
vehicle was not quite capable of flying the course before the students had to redirect their efforts to their
studies, but work will continue as time permits.
The IHPVA has heard reports and rumors of other
aircraft under development or flying in Germany,
Japan, Canada, and the state of Washington.
Details are not available or not approved for publication.
An interesting approach has been suggested
by Ilan Kroo of the NASA Ames Research Center:
to store the energy on the ground in a large elastic
bungee cord, by which a glider would be launched to
cover the course in the desired time.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES IN
HUMAN-POWERED FLIGHT
Although the Bionic Bat may have the initial
speed prize wrapped up, the sixteen subsequent prizes
of 5000 pounds are still available.
The last few
awards will be difficult to earn. If the first winner
flies at the minimum of approximately 9 m/s (20
mph) and each successor improves the record by the
minimum five percent, the seventeenth winner will
have to fly at 19.5 m/s (43.66 mph) to earn the
5000-pound prize.
The Bat will probably get the
first prize with a speed of about 10 m/s (22.5 mph),
forcing number 17 to go at 22 m/s (49.11 mph).
And if each competitor were to give some margin by
which to better each record, say seven percent, the
final pilot will be puffing along at almost 30 m/s (67
mph).
Nevertheless, the first few prizes are fairly
certain to be won in the coming years as the current
designs mature and materials and mechanisms improve.
There are other prizes available for human-powered
flight. The original Kremer competition is still open
for a non-American (Henry Kremer would prefer
British!) aircraft. The American Helicopter Society is
offering a prize of $10,000 for the first humanpowered helicopter to hover for one minute three
meters above the ground.
At least one member of

-
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HPV COMPETITIONS
OVERSEAS
by Doug Adamson
The Ninth International IPSC capped a season of
HPV competitions that included events in Holland
and Great Britain.
Guus van de Beek, an editor
with Fiets, the Dutch cycling magazine that sponsored the race, reports on that race.
Australian
Doug Adamson, a member of the Nosey Ferrett
Racing Team that fielded the Avatar Bluebell to win
the 200-m bicycle speed record in 1982, was also on
His comments are excerpted
hand in Zandvoort.
publication,
Bicycle
the
British
cycling
from
Magazine,
with the permission of the former
publisher, Richard Ballantine.

RAINY FIETSERS
by Guus van de Beek
Despite heavy promotion by Fiets magazine, a
course guaranteed to garner heavy media exposure
and a healthy prize list, the weekend of September
18, 1983 dawned with hard winds negating any
chance of a record attempt, rain decreasing rider
visibility and temperatures of 16 degrees Celsius
keeping spectators away.
Nevertheless, European participants who arrived
early for the first Dutch HPV race took a few test
rides around the 4.2-km (2.5-miles) curvy motorracing circuit September 17, before leaving their
machines overnight in a hangar provided for that
purpose.
Race day dawned with its share of problems in
addition to the weather.
Race officials were unfamiliar with HPV racing and had difficulty recognizing the vehicles. The lack of a uniform numbering
system and the difficulty of combering unfaired
entrants caused problems with the timing.
Some
HPVs had no visible number and others had three.
The officials were not used to going by the name
of the vehicle and reacted with panic at not knowing
the name of the rider, which caused problems in
feeding the correct information into the computer.
The five-lap road race started out untidily due to
a group of twelve slow-moving Roulandts (Dutch
mass-produced recumbents) that bunched up at the
front of the group for promotional purposes. Though
they initially impeded the streamlined vehicles they

were soon passed and had no further impact on the
outcome.
The Vector I, a German copy of the original
American Vector, was the winner. This machine was
fitted with two intermediate axles resulting in a
power loss, but rider Gerhard Scheller, who placed
2nd in the kilometer event at the 1983 World Championships, more than made up for it.
Even though the promoter hired by Fiets did not
do as professional a job as anticipated, and the weather was terrible and events poorly organized, the
race was a success. It was covered by two television
stations - one in its sports show and another in a
program about industrial design.
Holland is a cycling country, but also very conservative. The public
reaction ranged from enthusiastic to very skeptical.
Nevertheless several hundred enthusiastic spectators
showed up despite the awful weather.
For this first event there were seven Dutch HPV
designs. The contestants were very enthusiastic and
all are planning to continue with the sport. We expect the participation to be even greater next year.
Most likely, a TV station will organize a 200-m
sprint event
in the famous beach resort of
Schevenigen. (Watch HPV NEWS for details.) It's
just a question of time before a Dutch chapter of
the IHPVA is established.
I would like to close with a comment about
regulations.
I would like to see a guideline issued
about numbers.
They should be easy to read and
uniform in size. Until HPV races become more commonplace throughout the world (as we all hope they
will) then such numbers are necessary so that officials who are unfamiliar with the vehicles can do
their job correctly.
(Guus van
de
Beek,
c/o Uitgeverij
Fiets
Lijnbaansgracht 309 1017, W.Z. Amsterdam Postbus
937 1000 AA Amsterdam, The Netherlands).

AUSSIE IN ZANDVOORT,
by Doug Adamson
Our Dutch hosts and fellow competitors were very
pleased to see a large British turnout. There were
also vehicles from as far apart as Spain, Germany
and Scotland.
Cold, wet and windy Sunday mornings are hardly
prime spectator time for any sporting event, let alone
a minority sport such as HPV racing.
Would you
believe that at 9:30 a.m. there were in excess of 500
hardy souls braving the elements in the stands?
Heartening stuff.
(cont. on p. 15)
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HPV SCIENTIFIC
SYMPOSIUM

by Tom Milkie

The second Scientific Symposium on humanpowered vehicles, held October 22, 1983 at the Long
Beach Convention Center in Southern California,
proved to be as successful as the first, two years
ago. Once again organized by Allan Abbott and the
ItIPVA, the event consisted of many short presentations packed into a full day. The printed proceedings from the symposium should be available by the
time this review is published.
Chuck Champlin, IHPVA president, led off the
symposium by giving a rundown on the past year's
events and plans for the future.

HUMAN-POWERED

FLIGHT

Paul MacCready, the designer of most of the
world's successful human-powered aircraft, then followed up with the first revelations of the newest
MacCready machine, the Bionic Bat. This design is
his response to the latest prize offered by British
the
first
Kremer
for
Henry
philanthropist
human- powered aircraft to exceed 8.95 m/s (20
mph) over a 1.5-km (approx. one-mile) course, where
10 minutes of stored energy is permitted. Paul's son
Parker piloted the Bat to a potential world record
and prize-winning run on September 25, 1983. (The
Royal Aeronautical Society's Kremer-prize committee
has since disallowed the flight because of uncertainty
about the initial state of charge of the battery used.)
This vehicle weighs 38.1 kg (84 Ibm) and has a 4.59
By comparison, the Gossamer
g load capability.
Condor was stressed only to 1.1 "g"s, and the Gossamer Albatross to 1.8 "g"s. The energy storage was
via 24 Nicad batteries, with a separate generator
and motor. This energy-storage method is only 25%
efficient, but is far superior to rubber-band (and
other) storage methods. MacCready's team developed
methods of maintaining equal charge on all batteries,
and developed a variable-pitch prop, crucial tasks for
Other attempts at this
the success of the aircraft.
latest prize include an attempt by Ian Kroo of San
Francisco, using a slingshot device with no propeller;
a Seattle, Washington, group with a rubber-band-

I

-

powered device; an MIT student group also using
battery storage and a Bat-like airplane; and a
Japanese team with a rubber-band-powered ship.
First prize of 20,000 pounds is being offered by
Henry Kremer, through the (British) Royal Aeronautical Society. Additional prizes of 5000 pounds are offered for later speed records which exceed the previous record by 5%.
Paul MacCready also discussed the future of
human- powered flight. He felt that a power input
of at least 2.2 kw (3 hp) is necessary for practical
flight at altitude because of the need to design for
relatively high "g" loads and moderate cruising
speeds. Our enthusiasm for human power should not
blind us to the outstanding energy-storage capability
of chemical fuels and the power density of internalcombustion engines. He also suggested a new contest
for non-human, animal-powered flight, with a requirement that the animal be "happy" when it lands.

LAND VEHICLES - AERODYNAMICS
Dan Fernandes, General Dynamics aerodynamicist,
a member of the Vector team, gave some details of
his analysis of the Vector vehicles. Using source-anddoublet flowfield generation, Dan produced threedimensional flow analyses of the Vector (1980) design,
including ground effects -- probably the only analysis
of this level of any HPV. One very interesting result
of his analysis is that the proximity of the ground to
the smooth underside of the Vector produces not
only increased drag near the nose, but also increased
thrust at the rear. The net result is that ground effects are responsible for only about 3.2% of the total
estimated drag of the Vector. Total-drag estimates
were substantiated by roll-down tests on the vehicle.
Dan's final analysis showed the contributions to total
drag given in the table.
PREDICTED DRAG-COEFFICIENT
COMPONENTS
Skin friction
Exposed wheels
Wheel openings
Wheel-disk friction
Ground interference

0.069
0.008
0.058
0.014

Total predicted Cd

0.154

Experimental value

0.14

0.005

(This drag coefficient is based on frontal area.
Another form of drag coefficient is based on surface
area).
Glen Brown of ZZipper-fairing fame presented some
Glen sugideas for reducing ground-effect losses.
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gested HPV bodies that are flared outward at the
skirt, to isolate underbody pressure.
To solve the
ground-effect problem for two-wheel vehicles, Glen
suggested tall vehicles with low-cross-section wheel
fairings. This technique allows a good aerodynamic
shape, minimal area near the ground to cause ground
interference, yet would maintain a small overall
vehicle cross-section area. This would also keep the
mass of the vehicle high off the ground, which is important for two-wheel- vehicle stability.
Aerodynamics
promoter
extraordinaire
Doug
Malewicki woke up the audience with a dynamic
presentation on jet motorcycles, John Howard's paced
bicycle-speed-record
attempt,
nuclear-war
games,
and...human-powered vehicles. He presented a paper
written with Chet Kyle and Al Gross for the December 1983 issue of Scientific American.
Doug
presented some astute observations on the humanpower-output curve, and expanded on the Kyle table
of drag on various bicycle configurations. His table
includes the drag of "perfect" bicycles and "perfect"
fairings, and combinations useful for judging the
potential benefits of various technological improvements in human power.
Chet Kyle himself presented more data on his efforts to produce winning Olympic bicycles. Extensive
wind-tunnel tests were conducted with the support of
Alex Moulton of Britain.
The tests showed drag
decreases with slight yaw angles for faired bikes and
streamlined-tube frames. due to the "sailing" effect.
Small front wheels (24 inch) aid in allowing bicycles
to draft closer together. Data on wheels show only
slight reduction in drag with oval-rim wheels, but
large reductions with covered wheels.
The drag of
human hair was found to be significant.
A sleek
new helmet was developed which produces very low
drag.
Magnanimously (or quixotically), the helmet
was given to the Russian team, who used it to set a
new world record.
Joe Mastropaolo, professor at Cal State Long
Beach, and known for his training of Bryan Allen for
the
Gossamer
human-powered-aircraft
flights,
presented the results of his scientific training techniques on cyclists, kayakers, and swimmers. Training
consists of measured efforts on ergometers, in
restrained boats, or using other power-absorbing
devices.
For short, intense events, Joe Mastropaolo
has achieved performance increases of 1-4% per week
over months of training.
Extensive studies on the biomechanics of pedalling
were presented by Maury Hull of the University of
California at Davis. Using a mathematical model of
leg motion, he discovered strong sensitivity of hip
moment to pedalling rate.
Knee motion, however,
was less sensitive to rpm. Since hip moments relate

directly to muscle use, his data help explain how
spinning improves power output, and indicate how
pedal motion might be redesigned for better human
efficiency.
The Shimano Biopace and other non-circular
chainwheels were described by Fred Delong, author of
"DELONG'S GUIDE" and contributing editor of
BIKE-TECH.
He related the results of experiments
with various elliptical chain-ring gears at various
phase angles. He found less knee strain on hills to
be especially significant with non-circular chainwheels.
Larry Brown gave details of the Bio-Cam and the
newer Power-Cam.
These devices reduce energy
wasted in crank tension by reducing force variations
(luring the pedalling stroke.
Performance improvements are most dramatic with maximum output efforts.
Larry also described the use of instrumentation mounted on pedals. He felt that this type of
instrumentation, coupled with the use of flywheels,
was far superior in measuring human output to standard ergometer testing.

INNOVATIVE BICYCLES
After completing an exhaustive study of the last
100 years of development in folding bicycles, David
Hon
described
and
demonstrated
his recently
developed model. He noted that fore-and-aft rigidity
is more important than lateral rigidity in a folding
bicycle.
His folding bike can be carried or pushed
on a caster wheel. The design also incorporates an
ingenious folding crank arm.
A short history of recumbent-bicycle designs and
the evolution of the Avatar 2000 were presented by
Dave Wilson of MIT. He discovered that recumbents
with high front-wheel loading were difficult to handle
in snow and soft ground.
Designs with up to 70
percent of the static weight on the front wheel have
been built.
They may have 100 percent of the
weight on the front wheel during braking.
The
Avatar 2000 has only 31 percent on the front, versus
40 percent for a normal ten-speed, which greatly enhances safety.
Dave noted among the several
claimed advantages of recumbents the ability to
pedal through a turn, to stop in traffic with both
feet on the ground, and improved neck, back and
eye comfort due to body position.
Tim Brummer, co-designer of the record-setting
White Lightning, described the design and construction of the Lightning X2, his faired recumbent
bicycle that won the speed trials for bicycles this
year. A full Kevlar fairing was made using a plaster
male and fiberglass female mold. The 17-kg (38-lbm)
vehicle has a clever trap door for foot launches and
an easy-opening shell. Tim recommends a 1115-mm
(44-inch) wheelbase for recumbent bicycles.
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HPV TECHNOLOGY
Several people spoke on technology for land
Chet Kyle showed slides of construction
vehicles.
Besides the well-known
techniques for fairings.
Mylar-and-tubing and fiberglass-molding techniques,
he described the use of carved Styrofoam blocks and
the use of foam-plastic sandwich board for twodimensional surfaces.
Scott Rowe of the Red Shift team described the
construction of a graphite-reinforced foam-KevlarTo make the sheet
sandwich monocoque vehicle.
foam conform to a three-dimensional shape, a mosaic
of foam pieces was cut and fitted to the shell. The
monocoque construction uses the shell strength to
replace the frame, and allows for efficient volume
usage.
John Whitehead and Eric Edwards presented
theory and practical experience in the use of rearAdvantages of better
wheel steering for tricycles.
aerodynamics due to smaller wheel holes, and a
simpler drive system, are possible if dynamic
problems can be avoided. John's eigenvalue analysis
showed the possibility of a stable rear-wheel-steered
vehicle with the use of trail (tire-contact patch ahead
If the
of the pivot point) and steering damping.
pivot point is behind the rear wheel the disconcerting
effect of sudden left movement when steering right
can be reduced. Eric built prototypes and then his
After solving weightsuccessful Pegasus vehicle.
distribution problems, he has achieved 26.8 m/s (60
mph) (with a tail wind) without stability problems.

PRACTICAL VEHICLES
Several papers were presented covering aspects of
Paul MacCready talked about
practical vehicles.
energy storage as an important item for practical
HPVs. A simple regenerative brake could be made
using a rubber band and weighing only 1.4-2.3 kg (3
to 5 Ibm). This would be extremely useful for stopand-go bicycling.
Dan Kirshner presented a paper addressing the
practicality of aerodynamic streamlining on commuting vehicles, which must accelerate and go up hills.
His analysis showed that even at commuting speeds
and in fairly hilly terrain, the weight penalty for
many aerodynamic devices would be worth the gain.
Dan has produced a computer program to compare
trade-offs.
Danny Pavish presented Gardner Martin's thoughts
on their experiences with the Easy Racer recumbent.
Gardner felt that recumbent bikes will not replace
A
ten-speed bicycles, but will fill a special need.
truly practical vehicle should be able to share the
road, carry groceries, be car-toppable, and be "as
safe as a ten-speed".

HUMAN-POWERED
WATER VEHICLES
Alec Brooks presented a review of current efforts
Propeller-driven
in human-powered water vehicles.
boats are inherently more efficient (80-90 percent)
than oars (60-70%) but the current 50-meter record
of 5.6 m/s (12.5 mph) was won on an oared scull.
At this speed skin friction predominates, although
The optimum
wave drag is becoming significant.
scull is 9.1 m by 355 mm (30 ft by 10 inches) for a
single sculler. Wetted area can be reduced by putting bouyancy under water - hence the design of unWave drag can be significantly
derwater pods.
reduced by operating in very shallow water. Humanpowered hydrofoils are possible, and some have been
Alec described the designs of propellerattempted.
He also
driven catamaran and outrigger HPBs.
noted that vehicle speed theoretically increases without limit with increasing crew size.
Fred DeLong also contributed to the water-vehicle
presentations with a description of the efforts of
Yvon Le Caer, a cyclist, to pedal himself across the
English Channel. Le Caer has built a 40-kg, 5.8-m
(87-Ibm, 19-ft) catamaran HPB that he has pedalled
96 km (60 miles) from the Bahama Islands to Florida
at night.

INTERNATIONAL HPVs
Paul Schondorf, professor at Koln Technical
University, presented a review of the current progress
of HPVs in Germany, and details on the ideal dimensions for recumbent bicycles. He described the Treio,
a three-wheel upright recumbent. This design is not
popular, and suffers in cross winds. The Velerique, a
fully faired three-wheel HPV is being produced in
quantity: an impressive slide was shown of a yard
However, the DM2000 cost, the
full of fairings.
quality of the frame construction, and the closeness
to the ground would seem to limit the potential success. of this design. The Dutch Roulandt and Paul
Schondorf's own Muscooter two-wheel recumbents
were also shown. His criteria for a successful recumA
bent bicycle covered all principal measurements.
seatheight of 400 to 500 mm was recommended, and
a wheelbase of 1100 mm. He recommended direct
steering systems and a maximum weight of 13.6 kg
(30 Ibm).
The symposium included a short question-andanswer session, but, as in the first, 1981, symposium,
the day was tightly filled with many short presentations. A more relaxed or varied agenda could be
recommended for future symposiums. However, this
second symposium was a great success and a large
volume of new information on human power was
presented.
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